One simple, well-executed concept can open up countless possibilities. A pivoting top makes Vox® FlipTop™ tables ideal for settings that serve different purposes at different times—and in an age of shrinking footprints, these versatile spaces have become a workplace necessity.

It’s immediately obvious that Vox® FlipTop™ tables are great for training facilities, meeting rooms and other frequently reconfigured spaces. What’s less obvious, perhaps, is that Vox® FlipTop™ tables can also be combined with other elements from Nienkämper’s Vox® collection to create integrated and remarkably flexible boardroom environments.
Adding FlipTop™ versatility to Vox’s acclaimed quality and connectivity achieves something remarkable: suddenly it’s no longer a problem to make multi-purpose spaces function well in corporate, institutional and educational settings.
Multiple challenges. One solution. Vox® FlipTop™

Available in a wide range of veneers and stains, 1”-thick solid wood tops have 1/8”-thick protective solid wood edges matching the top veneer. Gentle radius corners provide a soft touch.

1”-thick plastic laminate tops over a wood substrate have 1/8”-thick translucent edging in impact-resistant plastic. In addition to standard color and wood grain-style laminates, customer’s own laminate may be specified.

All Vox® FlipTop™ tables are available with 6”-high modesty panels that can be coordinated with the top finish. (Shown: modesty panel self-edged in veneer, in quarter-cut natural Walnut, Code # F19-V4)

Plastic laminate modesty panels in wood grain finishes or colors are edged with the same impact-resistant plastic as the tops. (Shown: Champagne Sagawood, Code # WL1)

Gone are the days when a boardroom was always a boardroom and a training room was only used for classes. Today’s demanding business environments require more flexible furniture solutions.

Vox® FlipTop™ tables were designed for the quick and easy configuring of whatever type of space is needed at a given moment, whether that might be a classroom for executive training, a boardroom for an impromptu meeting, or breakout tables for concurrent sessions. Transforming a meeting room into a space for a hospitality event is simply a matter of raising most of the tables into the storage position and rolling them off to the side.

Beautiful, durable and green: Composed of 90% post-industrial recycled content, Vox® FlipTop™ tables have Greenguard® and FSC certification.

* Greenguard Finish Package
** FSC (Mixed Credit) Certification
There is great value in possessing superior strength. More than strong enough to span 90 inches, Vox® FlipTop™ tables can easily seat three people per side. Accommodating more people with less material translates into tremendous savings.

Every space is unique. Two options for Vox® FlipTop™ leg placement – near the perimeter or closer to the center – ensure generous legroom and the efficient use of space in a range of layouts.
A perfect union of conference table dimensions and FlipTop™ versatility: That’s the beauty of Vox®

Now you don’t see them, now you do. Part of Nienkämper’s extensive and highly successful Vox® collection, Vox® FlipTop™ tables are designed to create the impression of continuity when aligned with Vox® Conference™ tables. In settings with a retractable divider wall, removing an ‘infill’ of Vox® FlipTop™ tables is all it takes to transform one large conference room into two smaller ones.
Available with tops in four contoured profiles that match those of Vox® Conference™ tables, Vox® FlipTop™ tables can blend virtually seamlessly into conference room settings. They merge with conference tables until they are separated out to create multiple-table arrangements.

Concealed by Vox® FlipTop™ leg panels, a cable management system provides convenient storage. Once cables are managed down either leg, handy clips secure extra cable to the structural rail until needed.

Dual spring-loaded mechanisms ensure that tops stay securely locked in place until you want them to move. Simple release catches, assisted by twin gas cylinders in the base, allow tops to be easily lifted into the storage position.

Camber Edge – a profile that subtly transitions in height over a depth of 4".
Facet Edge – multi-faceted curves create a smooth transition between the top surface and the solid wood edge.
Super Edge – a 3" profile tapering to a 3/8" edge.
Flowform Edge – a 3" radius top edge terminating in a 1/2" round bull nose.
Vox® T-series Forums provide compact 2-power and 2-data connections. With removable cables, changing lengths is simple and storage is a snap. Vox® S-series Forums offer greater-than-T-series capacity. Choose between economical standard configurations and customized versions designed to meet your organization’s specific needs.

Maximum capacity Vox® M-series forums are available in a wide range of standard and built-to-order configurations. Options include large-capacity faceplates in power-data or video zones. Easily specified online, M-series forums can also be easily reconfigured after delivery.

Designed to perform superbly over many years of use, Vox® products will support technology well into the future.

With Vox® Forums™ best-in-class connectivity comes in choices tailored to your needs.